Recent findings indicate that the hippocampus supports not only longterm memory encoding but also plays a role in working memory (WM) maintenance of multiple items; however, the neural mechanism underlying multi-item maintenance is still unclear. Theoretical work suggests that multiple items are being maintained by neural assemblies synchronized in the gamma frequency range (25-100 Hz) that are locked to consecutive phase ranges of oscillatory activity in the theta frequency range (4-8 Hz). Indeed, cross-frequency coupling of the amplitude of high-frequency activity to the phase of slower oscillations has been described both in animals and in humans, but has never been linked to a theoretical model of a cognitive process. Here we used intracranial EEG recordings in human epilepsy patients to test pivotal predictions from theoretical work. First, we show that simultaneous maintenance of multiple items in WM is accompanied by cross-frequency coupling of oscillatory activity in the hippocampus, which is recruited during multiitem WM. Second, maintenance of an increasing number of items is associated with modulation of beta/gamma amplitude with theta band activity of lower frequency, consistent with the idea that longer cycles are required for an increased number of representations by gamma cycles. This effect cannot be explained by a difference in theta or beta/ gamma power. Third, we describe how the precision of cross-frequency coupling predicts individual WM performance. These data support the idea that working memory in humans depends on a neural code using phase information. W orking memory (WM), the ability to maintain information about multiple items over a short time span, is indispensable for goal-directed behavior (1). Precise synchronization of neurons and neural networks results in oscillatory activity patterns in the gamma frequency range (25-100 Hz) and serves to facilitate neural communication and memory processing (2, 3). Data from animals and humans provide evidence that sustained increases of high-frequency activity (4-7) and theta (4-8 Hz) oscillations (8-10) are a neural correlate of WM maintenance. However, how multiple items can be simultaneously maintained without interference remains unknown. In animals, action potentials firing with respect to specific phases of ongoing theta oscillations accompany the encoding of sequences of spatial positions (11). In addition, firing rate is modulated by the phase of gamma band activity (12, 13). A related phase code based on interactions of theta phase and gamma oscillations has been suggested to support maintenance of multiple items in WM (14, 15) . Such crossfrequency coupling has been described in rodents (16, 17) and recently in the human brain (18, 19) , but its link to multi-item WM has not been investigated.
Recent findings indicate that the hippocampus supports not only longterm memory encoding but also plays a role in working memory (WM) maintenance of multiple items; however, the neural mechanism underlying multi-item maintenance is still unclear. Theoretical work suggests that multiple items are being maintained by neural assemblies synchronized in the gamma frequency range (25-100 Hz) that are locked to consecutive phase ranges of oscillatory activity in the theta frequency range (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Indeed, cross-frequency coupling of the amplitude of high-frequency activity to the phase of slower oscillations has been described both in animals and in humans, but has never been linked to a theoretical model of a cognitive process. Here we used intracranial EEG recordings in human epilepsy patients to test pivotal predictions from theoretical work. First, we show that simultaneous maintenance of multiple items in WM is accompanied by cross-frequency coupling of oscillatory activity in the hippocampus, which is recruited during multiitem WM. Second, maintenance of an increasing number of items is associated with modulation of beta/gamma amplitude with theta band activity of lower frequency, consistent with the idea that longer cycles are required for an increased number of representations by gamma cycles. This effect cannot be explained by a difference in theta or beta/ gamma power. Third, we describe how the precision of cross-frequency coupling predicts individual WM performance. These data support the idea that working memory in humans depends on a neural code using phase information. W orking memory (WM), the ability to maintain information about multiple items over a short time span, is indispensable for goal-directed behavior (1) . Precise synchronization of neurons and neural networks results in oscillatory activity patterns in the gamma frequency range (25-100 Hz) and serves to facilitate neural communication and memory processing (2, 3) . Data from animals and humans provide evidence that sustained increases of high-frequency activity (4-7) and theta (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) oscillations (8) (9) (10) are a neural correlate of WM maintenance. However, how multiple items can be simultaneously maintained without interference remains unknown. In animals, action potentials firing with respect to specific phases of ongoing theta oscillations accompany the encoding of sequences of spatial positions (11) . In addition, firing rate is modulated by the phase of gamma band activity (12, 13) . A related phase code based on interactions of theta phase and gamma oscillations has been suggested to support maintenance of multiple items in WM (14, 15) . Such crossfrequency coupling has been described in rodents (16, 17) and recently in the human brain (18, 19) , but its link to multi-item WM has not been investigated.
Here we address the question of whether multiple items are encoded by modulation of the amplitude of high-frequency oscillations by the phase of oscillations in a lower-frequency range in the human hippocampus. We used a modified Sternberg paradigm in which one, two, or four trial-unique novel faces were presented consecutively (Fig. S1 ). Oscillatory activity within the hippocampus, which has been shown to be specifically recruited during complex WM tasks involving multiple novel items or relational memory (7, 20, 21) , was recorded in 14 epilepsy patients with bilateral hippocampal depth electrodes (Methods). Cross-frequency coupling of high-frequency amplitude to the phase of activity at lower frequency was quantified by calculating Pearson's cross-correlations between the analytic amplitude of high-frequency oscillations and the real part of wavelet-transformed oscillations at lower frequency, shifted by the average modulation phase Figs. S2-S4.
In particular, we addressed three questions derived from theoretical work. First, we studied whether WM maintenance in general was accompanied by increased coupling of gamma amplitude to theta phase as compared to baseline. Second, we tested whether maintenance of an increasing number of items results in a decreased frequency of the lower (modulating) oscillation-corresponding to longer individual theta cycles-and/or in a broader theta phase range during which gamma amplitude was enhanced (22) . Finally, we investigated the behavioral relevance of theta-gamma coupling by analyzing the correlation of modulation parameters to individual performance. The analyses presented here are based on an extension (14 instead of 11 subjects) of a data sample described in an earlier article (7) .
Results
First, we averaged across the different memory load conditions to investigate whether a distinct modulation of gamma amplitude by theta phase was apparent during successful WM maintenance (Fig.  1A ) as compared to baseline (period of equal length in the intertrial interval; Fig. 1B ). Cross-frequency coupling was enhanced in the range of 6-10 Hz (modulating frequency) versus 14-50 Hz (modulated frequency) with peaks at 7 versus 28 Hz. Fig. S5 A-C depicts modulation values across the entire frequency range that was subjected to the calculation, that is, between 14 and 200 Hz. This effect corresponds to a modulation of the amplitude of activity in the beta/ gamma frequency range by the phase of activity in the theta range. Average modulation strength in these ranges was significantly higher during WM maintenance as compared to baseline (0.035 ± 0.011 vs. 0.022 ± 0.009; t 13 = 4.14; p corr = 0.016). Notably, we did not observe modulations across broader frequency ranges. It should be noted that the frequency ranges for this comparison were based on the WM maintenance alone and that the statistical test between WM maintenance and baseline was done subsequently. To corroborate this finding, we also compared modulation strength during WM maintenance with modulation strength in phase-scrambled surrogate data ( Fig. 1C ; see Methods); again, in these surrogate data, modulation strength was significantly reduced (p corr < 0.05). Similarly, a second set of even more conservative surrogate data was constructed, in which the time series of both gamma power and theta phase were conserved but trials for gamma power and for theta phase were randomly attributed to each other (for each patient; see SI Methods and Fig. 1D ). Again, we found that modulation was significantly reduced as compared to the empirical data (p corr < 0.05). However, we did observe some degree of modulation in both types of surrogates as well. In principle, this could be due to the fact that gamma power time series are conserved in these surrogates (as well as in the phase-scrambled surrogate data), and that gamma power time series fluctuate in the theta frequency range. In other words, if the frequency spectrum of gamma power time series showed a peak in the theta range, this peak would be conserved in the surrogates. Thus, some degree of cross-frequency coupling would be expected even in the surrogates, in particular in combination with the increased phase locking of theta band activity at the beginning of each trial (Fig. S5G) . Indeed, we observed such a peak of the gamma power time-series fluctuation in the theta range (Fig. 1E) .
From Fig. 1A , it appears that cross-frequency modulation is also increased in a lower range (between 1 and 4 Hz for the modulating frequency and 14 and 20 Hz for the modulated frequency, resulting in delta-beta coupling). We thus analyzed modulation in these frequency ranges. However, average modulation in these ranges did not differ from modulation during the baseline period (p corr > 0.5).
The amplitude of the modulated high-frequency oscillations was concentrated at a phase of 0°of the modulating lower-frequency oscillations (Fig. 1F) , consistent with data from the hippocampus of awake behaving rats (16) . Previous studies have shown that stimulus-induced gamma band activity may appear at specific latencies (18, (23) (24) (25) (26) . If these gamma band responses occur in combination with an increased phase locking of theta band activity, gamma band responses would be observed at specific theta phases despite the lack of an inherent relationship between gamma power and theta phase. In other words, it might be suspected that apparent cross-frequency coupling may result from a combination of an event-related gamma response and an increased theta phase locking-that is, a gamma power increase and a theta phase locked to the last items in the memory list. Several control analyses were conducted to exclude this possibility. First, we directly investigated event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) and intertrial phase coherence (ITC; i.e., phase locking across trials) and compared them to baseline. [Note that an analysis of load effects on ERSPs in a subgroup of 11 out of the entire group of 14 patients was reported in our previous article (7) . This analysis did not reveal any significant differences between load conditions; however, a direct comparison with activity in the intertrial interval was not conducted in that study.] These results are shown in Fig. S5 F and G, and a detailed description of how these measures were calculated is given in SI Methods. Visually, we ob- served an increase in power and ITC at the beginning of the maintenance phase as compared to baseline, which was not apparent during the later maintenance phase. We thus separately compared ERSPs and ITC values during the first and second parts of the maintenance phase with values during the first and second parts of the baseline period (both for maintenance and baseline, two consecutive nonoverlapping parts of 1750 ms). T tests comparing power values at 28 Hz or averaged across the range of 14-50 Hz during maintenance and baseline were not significant, neither in the early nor in the late maintenance phase (all t 13 < 1.4; all P > 0.1). Power values at 7 Hz were in trend increased during the early maintenance phase (t 13 = 1.99; P = 0.07), but not during the late phase (t 13 = 0.02; P = 0.99). Similar results were obtained for the ITC values: Whereas there was a significantly increased phase locking at 7 Hz during the early maintenance phase as compared to the early baseline period (t 13 = 4.10; P < 0.005), but not during the respective late phases (t 13 = 0.80; P = 0.44), no significant differences were found at 28 Hz or at the averaged values between 14 and 50 Hz (all t 13 < 1.4; all P > 0.1). The increased theta power and phase coherence during the early maintenance period probably reflect the stimulus-related hippocampal P300-like components described in our previous study (7) . Next, we conducted the same analysis of cross-frequency modulation as for the entire period in the two parts of the maintenance period. Results in both parts-also in the latter one where no significant ERSPs or increases of ITC were observed-were qualitatively identical to our findings from the entire period (SI Results and Fig. S5 D and E). As differences of power and ITC values between maintenance and baseline were only observed during the first, but not the second, half of the maintenance phase, cross-frequency coupling during the late maintenance phase cannot be explained by taskrelated effects on event-related power or ITC.
As a second control analysis, we separately analyzed gamma power across each consecutive individual theta cycle during the maintenance period. Figure 1G depicts time-frequency plots of power values between 1 and 50 Hz triggered to the peak of each of 20 consecutive (nonoverlapping) theta cycles. Gamma power was modulated at 0°during the majority of theta cycles. To quantify this result, we calculated distributions of gamma power (at 28 Hz) across the consecutive theta cycles (Fig. S6) . Please note that in these distributions, the power value at +180°of cycle n is not temporally adjacent to the power value at −180°of the same cycle, but to the value at −180°of cycle n+1. We computed Rayleigh tests of nonuniformity for each cycle, which compare the length of the modulation vectors of these empirical distributions to the modulation vectors of 1000 shuffled surrogate distributions (see SI Methods). We found that the distributions differed significantly from uniform distributions in all 20 cycles.
Although oscillations in the theta frequency range are commonly observed in the hippocampus of rodents (27, 28) , previous intracranial EEG recordings in the hippocampus of human subjects yielded mixed results: Some researchers failed to find oscillatory activity (indicated by a clear peak in the power spectrum) in the theta frequency range (e.g., ref. 29). Cantero and colleagues (30) observed brief bursts of theta band activity, corresponding to a peak in the power spectrum at 5-6 Hz, specifically during REM sleep and awakenings from sleep. Task-dependent modulations of theta oscillations such as phase locking (31) or amplitude increases (32) suggest a functional role of this activity. In the unfiltered raw data, we observed both slow oscillations in the theta frequency range and faster oscillatory activity in the gamma band ( Fig. 2A) . We found an increased amplitude of beta/gamma band activity around the peak of theta oscillations in individual trials of the filtered hippocampal EEG (7 Hz and 28 Hz; Fig. 2B ; same trial as shown in Fig. 2A) . Figure 2C depicts a histogram of gamma power values averaged across all trials and patients. Furthermore, there was a peak at around 8 Hz in the grand average power spectrum (Fig. 2D) . We did not observe a peak in the beta/gamma frequency around 28 Hz. This may indicate that oscillations in this frequency range can only be detected if different phases of simultaneous theta oscillations are distinguished, as in the analysis of cross-frequency coupling.
Next, we compared effects during maintenance of different numbers of items (Fig. 3) . Task performance dropped significantly with memory load (proportion of correct trials during load 1, mean ± SEM: 0.8043 ± 0.0351; load 2: 0.7814 ± 0.0298; load 4: 0.6843 ± 0.0481; parametric analysis: t 13 = 3.082; P < 0.01). The peak of the lower (modulating) frequency decreased significantly with load from 7.50 ± 0.39 Hz (mean ± SEM) to 6.43 ± 0.20 Hz, as indicated by a significant linear regression ( Fig. 3B ; t 13 = 2.583; P < 0.05). Values from individual patients are indicated by colored dots; the number of dots is smaller than the number of patients because of identical values in some patients. In contrast, there was no significant effect of load on the peak of the high (modulated) frequency ( Fig. 3C ; t 13 = 1.287; P = 0.221). In detail, the modulated beta/gamma frequency was 30.29 ± 3.13 Hz during maintenance of one item and 25.00 ± 2.62 Hz during maintenance of four items (values for the maximal modulation frequencies of all individual subjects are listed in Table S2 ). Thus, on a descriptive level, the average values for the modulated beta/gamma frequency were higher during maintenance of one item as compared to maintenance of four items, but due to the high interindividual variability there was no significant frequency change on a group level. The frequency ratio of modulating and modulated activity remained constant at ∼4 across the different load conditions ( Fig. 3D ; t 13 = 0.545; P = 0.595). To exclude that these effects were due to differences in power, we compared the power of theta and beta/gamma band activity as a function of memory load (see spectra in Fig. 3E ). We found that power did not depend on WM load at either 7 Hz (t 13 = 0.689; P = 0.503) or 28 Hz (t 13 = 0.840; P = 0.416; Fig. 3F ).
Then, we tested whether the phase range during which beta/ gamma amplitude was modulated by theta phase (modulation width; see Methods) changed with load. Based on theoretical work (14, 22) , we wondered whether beta/gamma oscillations occurred in a more extended theta phase range when more items are maintained. However, modulation width did not depend on memory load ( Fig. 4A ; t 13 = 1.30; P = 0.218). On the other hand, the circular variance of the distributions of modulation phases across trials decreased with load ( Fig. 4B ; t 13 = 3.986; P < 0.005), indicating that modulation occurred at more specific theta phases with increasing load. Modulation strength was not significantly altered with load ( Fig. 4C ; t 13 = 1.315; P = 0.211). A causal role of hippocampal cross-frequency coupling would suggest that task performance should improve when modulation of beta/gamma by theta oscillations is more precise, that is, when modulation width decreases. Indeed, we observed that better performance (measured as faster reaction times) was interindividually correlated with narrower modulation width in the load 1 condition ( Fig. 4D ; Spearman's correlation coefficient: R = 0.68; t 13 = 3.24; P = 0.007), but not the other load conditions (P > 0.6).
Discussion
We found that cross-frequency coupling of beta/gamma amplitude to theta phase (at a cosine phase value around 0°, so that 0°c orresponds to the peak) was more pronounced during WM maintenance as compared to baseline and to phase-scrambled and trial-shuffled surrogates. Increased WM load induced a shift of the (modulating) theta frequency toward lower values and a decreased variance of modulation phases across trials. Moreover, a narrower modulation width predicted faster performance of the WM task in the load 1 condition, suggesting a behavioral relevance of phase-amplitude coupling. These findings demonstrate that cross-frequency coupling in the human hippocampus accompanies WM maintenance.
Recently, the role of the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (and in particular the hippocampus) for WM has been a matter of intense debate. Earlier studies on patients with MTL lesions using relatively simple WM paradigms such as delayed-matching-to-sample tasks did not find any impairment in performance and therefore concluded that the MTL is not required for WM maintenance (33) . However, more recent experiments involving multiple items (34) or relations between item features (20, 35) did find impairments in such patients. Similarly, functional MRI studies in healthy control subjects (36) and intracranial EEG studies in epilepsy patients (7) reported that the MTL is involved in WM operations if multiple items or conjunctions of item features are processed. These results support the relational memory theory, which suggests that the hippocampus is ideally suited for memory processes involving multiple items or associations (37, 38) . Our results confirm this notion, but move beyond it by providing specific insight into the neural dynamics reflecting hippocampal WM maintenance.
Coupling of beta/gamma amplitude to theta phase was significantly more pronounced during WM maintenance than baseline and compared to phase-scrambled and to trial-shuffled surrogates (Fig.  1) , suggesting a functional relevance of this electrophysiological phenomenon. It should be noted, however, that the correlations of beta/gamma power with theta phase described here-the finding that beta/gamma power is "modulated" by theta phase-do not indicate that low frequencies are causally driving the high frequencies. Our results complement previous findings that firing of action potentials at specific phases of lower-frequency oscillations carries information beyond rate coding. In the hippocampus of rodents, spatial positions are not only represented by the firing rate of hippocampal place cells but also-and even more precisely-by the alignment of place cell firing to specific phases of theta band activity (11) . In contrast to the well-established encoding of information by firing rate, this mechanism relies on the exact timing of neural activity (39, 40) and is possibly linked to the induction of synaptic plasticity determined by the phase of oscillatory activity (41) (42) (43) (44) . In addition to action potentials, high-frequency oscillations in the gamma range also are locked to the phase of lower-frequency activity. In the hippocampus (16) and entorhinal cortex (45) of rodents, gamma is typically present only at specific phases of theta band activity. In humans, we have previously investigated synchronization of theta phase and the power of activity in higher-frequency ranges during a continuous recognition paradigm (18) . Canolty and colleagues (19) used a similar approach to the one employed in the current study and found that in the neocortex, gamma power was enhanced at the trough of theta oscillations during various cognitive tasks. Furthermore, a recent study revealed stimulus-specific enhancements of gamma band activity, which was again increased during the trough of theta oscillations (26) ; the majority of recording sites in this study were again from the neocortex. In contrast, our recordings from the hippocampus revealed an increased gamma amplitude at the peak of theta oscillations ( Fig. 1 D and E) . Thus, whereas gamma amplitude is modulated by theta phase both in the neocortex and in the hippocampus, the theta phase associated with the maximal gamma power appears to differ between structures. This discrepancy may be explained by the different cellular architecture of hippocampus and neocortex and by the unique mechanisms underlying hippocampal theta band activity (28, 46) , which leads to a relatively low correlation of hippocampal and neocortical theta band activity during waking state (47) . To our knowledge, no previous data exist on the phase of cross-frequency coupling in the human hippocampus. However, Bragin and colleagues (16) described an increased amplitude of gamma band activity at the positive phase of theta oscillations in the hippocampus of awake behaving rats, consistent with our results; similar results were obtained in the mouse hippocampus (48) . Our results differ from those of Cantero and colleagues (30), who did not find a modulation of gamma power by theta phase. However, in that study, only three patients with hippocampal depth electrodes were included. Even more important, these patients did not engage in a WM task; therefore, the reported hippocampal activity during waking state is more likely to correspond to the baseline periods in our study, where no significant modulation (as compared to surrogate data) was observed (p corr > 0.5).
So far, no study has investigated cross-frequency coupling during WM maintenance with respect to memory load. This is particularly interesting, because theoretical work related to the proposed model has resulted in very specific predictions, namely that individual WM items are represented by consecutive gamma cycles nested in the theta rhythm (14, 15) . Functionally, encoding of consecutive items in a sequence prevents collapsing of features from separate items and preserves order information. In this context, the load-dependent decrease of intertrial variance of modulation phase (Fig. 4B ) might indicate that during simultaneous maintenance of multiple items, each item representation is restricted to a specific narrow phase range. It is likely that maintenance of multiple items requires that each item be processed during a narrower phase range, that is, that the precision of item representations increases. As mentioned in the Introduction, the analyses presented here are based on an extension (14 instead of 11 subjects) of a data sample described in an earlier paper (7) . In this previous article, we reported load effects on hippocampal event-related potentials and on event-related spectral perturbations during the maintenance phase. Maintenance of a single item was associated with a sustained reduction of high (>50 Hz) gamma band activity as compared to a prestimulus baseline, whereas no changes were observed in other frequency bands. However, consistent with the current analyses, we did not observe an effect of memory load on hippocampal ERSPs in any frequency range.
The decrease of theta frequency with load ( Fig. 3 A and B) has been proposed as a feature supporting multi-item WM maintenance (22) . This model framework predicts that working memory representations are maintained by sequential activation of individual items repeated every theta cycle. Thus, the more items maintained, the longer the theta cycle, resulting in a frequency decrease. However, the frequency ratio of beta/gamma to theta oscillations across memory load was constant at ∼4 (Fig. 3D) : Even though the frequency of modulated beta/gamma band activity did not change significantly with load due to the high interindividual variance (Fig. 3C) , the average values decreased from around 30 Hz to 25 Hz. This finding contradicts the idea that an increasing number of items can be maintained by locking to consecutive phases of longer theta cycles, and in this respect is not consistent with the model suggested by Jensen and Lisman (22) . This constant frequency ratio is consistent with proposals that the number of gamma oscillations per theta cycle determines the WM span, which is around four for complex items such as faces. Further studies with other item types exhibiting a different WM span are necessary to test this idea. For example, it would be ideal to investigate maintenance of a variable number of simple items such as digits or letters for which WM capacity is higher; using our approach, we would predict an increase in the frequency ratio between beta/gamma and theta oscillations for these items.
With increasing load, modulation width remained constant (Fig. 4A) but intertrial variance decreased (Fig. 4B) . Functionally, these effects make sense in the framework of encoding of individual items by consecutive gamma cycles: If individual items are represented by separate gamma cycles, a constant modulation width across the different load conditions can only be explained if the intertrial variance decreases with load; otherwise, the enhanced number of gamma cycles with increasing load would invariably lead to larger modulation widths. Fig. S7 schematically displays this idea.
We found that subjects with a lower modulation width in the load 1 condition (i.e., with a narrower range of theta phases during which beta/gamma amplitude was concentrated) performed significantly faster in the Sternberg task in this condition (Fig. 4D) . It is possible that a relatively narrow modulation width within each cycle was necessary to keep item representations in consecutive theta cycles apart. This may help to avoid confusion of item representations by beta/gamma cycles in consecutive theta cycles. Taken together, whereas oscillations in different frequency ranges have usually been studied in isolation, our findings demonstrate that understanding cross-frequency coupling is required to elucidate the dynamics of memory processing in the human brain.
Methods
Additional details on patients' characteristics, recordings, and the experimental paradigms can be found in SI Methods. In brief, for each patient, data from the hippocampal contact with the maximal slope of the direct current (DC) potential were analyzed because we attempted to capture task-related activity, and DC potentials likely correspond to working memory maintenance (7).
Experimental Paradigm. We used a Sternberg paradigm with serial presentation of items allowing for parametric modulation of the WM load, that is, the number of items to be maintained in the retention interval. Subjects had to memorize one, two, or four black and white photographs of unknown male and female faces that had previously been rated by a large group of subjects as neutral with respect to facial expression. Fig. S1 illustrates the paradigm. Only correct response trials were considered in the analyses.
Analyses of Cross-Frequency Coupling. Cross-frequency coupling was specified by the following approach. First, the average phase φ( z) of the lower-frequency oscillation corresponding to a maximum amplitude of the high-frequency oscillation was estimated according to a previously suggested method (19) (for details, see below). Then, the lower-frequency oscillation was shifted by −φ( z) and Pearson's cross-correlation between the real part of the lower-frequency oscillation and the instantaneous amplitude of high-frequency oscillation was quantified. The rationale underlying this approach was to eliminate the impact of high-frequency amplitude on coupling strength. Furthermore, the shift of the lower-frequency oscillations by −φ( z) guarantees that the maximum crosscorrelation is calculated. Otherwise, modulation strength would be affected by the phase offset between the real part of the lower-frequency oscillation and the amplitude of the high-frequency oscillation.
In detail, from the wavelet-transformed signals w j,k , the phases ψ j,k (ψ j,k = arctan (Im(w j,k )/Re(w j,k ))) and the amplitude values (19) . Then, the average complex values z k across all time points of each trial were calculated and the corresponding phases φ k ( z k ) were extracted (φ k = arctan(Im( z k ))/Re( z k )). Furthermore, the average complex value z across all trials was calculated ( z= 1/n ∑ z k ) and again the corresponding phase φ( z) was extracted, yielding the modulation phase. This value quantifies the average phase of the lower-frequency oscillation at which the amplitude of the high-frequency oscillation is strongest. However, the modulation phase ϕ( z) does not specify how broadly the phases φ k ( z k ) are distributed across trials or, in other words, how stable the modulation phase is. To determine the stability of the modulation phase, we quantified the modulation variance υ by calculating the circular variance of the distribution of the phases φ k ( z k ) across trials (υ = |∑ e i φk |). Subsequently, we quantified the modulation strength μ k by calculating Pearson's cross-correlations between the real part Re(w LF S ) of the lower-frequency oscillation shifted by −φ( z) and the amplitude A HF of the high-frequency oscillation. It should be noted that in order not to introduce a bias in favor of an apparently stronger modulation, the modulation phase used for this shift was quantified based on all trials and conditions per subject. In other words, the same phase value was used for all trials in a given subject. Values of modulation strength were Fisher-z-transformed to assure normal distribution. Finally, modulation strength values for all trials m of a certain WM-load condition were averaged in each subject. For statistical comparison of cross-frequency coupling during maintenance, baseline (intertrial interval) and for surrogate data, we did not compare modulation strength at a single frequency pair but averaged in a wider range where modulation appeared to occur during maintenance upon visual inspection (between 6-10 Hz and 14-50 Hz)-of course, maximal modulation values at individual frequency pairs were considerably larger. Therefore, correction by the number of all possible frequency pairs would be inadequate. We used a correction based on the overall number of possible (low) frequency to (high) frequency clusters of the same size as the selected cluster, which was 5 Hz for the low frequencies (6-10 Hz) and 37 Hz for the high frequencies , that is, 5 × 37 = 185, resulting in (14 × 187)/185 = 14.2 ≅ 14. For analysis of modulation in the delta-beta frequency ranges, frequencies between 1-4 Hz and 14-20 Hz were investigated, resulting in a correction factor of 14 × 187/(4 × 7) = 94; however, the latter result did not even reach significance with a correction factor of 14.
Another interesting parameter is how broadly high-frequency amplitude peaks are extended across one cycle of the lower-frequency oscillation. This parameter may correspond to the representation of multiple WM items by several adjacent gamma cycles superposed on low-frequency cycles (e.g., ref. 14). To estimate modulation width ω, the average amplitude of the highfrequency oscillations across all time points and trials of the respective condition was calculated for different phases of the lower-frequency oscillations. For this purpose, the phase range between −π and π was divided into 200 phase bins and amplitude histograms were calculated. Then, the interval encompassing 68% (σ interval) of the total cumulative amplitude on the phase axis centered around φ( z) was determined. For statistical purposes, modulation width during each memory load condition was normalized by the average modulation width in each subject. The consecutive steps of our analysis are listed in SI Methods and graphically depicted in Figs. S2-S4 .
Two different kinds of surrogate data were used: Phase-scrambled surrogates (surrogate 1; see SI Methods), and trial-shuffled surrogates (surrogate 2), where both gamma power time series and theta phase time series in the individual trials were conserved, but the assignment of trials for amplitude and phase information was randomly shuffled. Surrogates were subjected to the identical procedure as the original data.
